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jordan 11 release date 2017 Air jordan 11 release
date 2017 Air Jordan 11 GS was released on
October 2, 2016, we have a look at the upcoming
Jordan 11 that is rumored to be released in a few
days.Read on to find out what we have to say
about Air jordan 11 release date 2017 Jordan 11
GS on foot, skateboard, basketball and other
footwear, including the Air Jordan 11 GS also
known as the Air Jordan 11 "Galaxy Pack". Air
jordan 11 release date 2017 The Air Jordan 11

https://geags.com/2sEvy1


"Galaxy Pack" keeps those grayish tones with the
Air Jordan 11 GS. Both the lower and upper have a
mixture of the classic Flyknit upper with the dark
upper. The sneakers have a lime green outsole and
on the tongue we see some "galaxy" type graphics.
The original Air Jordan 11 came out in 1991 but
the Air Jordan 11 Galaxy Pack is a take on the Air
Jordan 11 that was based on the Air Jordan 11
"Space Jam" movie. Air jordan 11 release date
2017 This Air Jordan 11 GS not only has a Flyknit
upper that has all the shine to it but also pairs up
with a metallic gold/darkish lime outsole with pops
of silver and white. Like the ones that drop in
December it has three primary colors on the toe
and the tongue have a hologram of Jordan's face
inside. The Air Jordan 11 Galaxy Pack usually only
comes in a few pairs at a time but now that they
are releasing them with every season we can
probably expect more this year! Air jordan 11
release date 2017 Jordan 11 GS Retro Colorways
will mostly be the base color that only gets a few
unique accents. Like many more of the Jordan 11
Retro colors that have come out in the past this Air
Jordan 11 GS was built with the Gym Red color
that is in the higher portion of the spectrum. One
of the more unique ones will be a pair that was



made for Michael Jordan and as you can see they
are a bit different that the normal color pallet. Air
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